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Maytag performa washer user manual

Step by Step Instructions for replacing the washing machine coupler on whirlpool and maytag washing machines. This is one of the most common parts to fail on a washing machine and it is a relatively easy fix that most do-it-yourselfers can do. Instead of calling the handyman, do this repair yourself can and save time
and money. Before attempting to repair any tool, rest assured that you have unplugged the tool and completely disconnected it from any resources. The tools you need for this repair are as follows: Putty knife1/4 inch nut driver or socketPhillips screwdriverFlat screwdriver tipHammer and a piece of pipeContainer for
screwsFor some Whirlpool models, you will start by removing two screws from the back of the unit. Other models will require the control panel tip cap to be removed to expose the two screws. On the Maytag model, slide the putty knife under the control panel at the far left end and pop it up. Repeat on the opposite side.
Once the control panel is released, turn it over from the washing machine. Remove the lid switch. Take a flat-end screwdriver and remove the two brass springs. With the lid open, hold the cabinet and tilt it forward and lift it up at the same time to put it out of the way. Remove the two clips that hold the pump to the motor
and swing it out of the way. You do not need to remove the hose. Let go of the cord. Remove the two brackets and screws that hold the motor in place and remove the motor. Now half of the coupler will be exposed and attached to the motor. You should also be able to see the transmission shaft, which is attached to
other parts of the coupler. Remove all parts to the coupler and start by replacing half of it on the transmission shaft. You may need a piece of pipe and a hammer to secure this in place. Replace the rest of the coupler on the bike and place the motor back. Replace the motor bracket and screws and reconnect the cable
harness. Replace the pump and two clips that hold the pump. Place the cabinet back to make sure the small holes at the bottom match the tabs. Reverse control back, replace the spring clip and screw if necessary. If you need to buy a new washing machine coupler, . I saw it filled with water, then the agitator started
moving. After a minute or so, the agitator stops moving but the motor is still running. I moved the knob into a cycle round and the washing machine dried and spun as usual. Wondering if there's some kind of belt that might ay run out? Any advice would be appreciated. Merry Christmas!---Rob Common problems with the
Maytag Bravos washing machine include failure to start, slowly filling up water, water leakage, door failure or closing to lock and overflow. Other problems include stopping at mid cycles, loud noises and failure to drain and spin. Machine Maytag Bravos comes in different models, with each model experiencing unique
problems. For example, for example, Bravos MTW6400TQo fails to start when user control and display board are damaged, or when power outlet is turned off. The washing machine water reservoir can be filled slowly when there is low water pressure from the home supply, or when the water in-in valve is clogged. If the
exhaust pump has a hole or crack, the MTW6500TQo model may experience a water leak. Broken door hooks can also cause door failure and close to lock. The Washing Machine Maytag Bravos MTW6700TQo overflows with water when power to the washing machine is turned off. The MTW6600TQ0 model can stop
mid-cycle due to faulty water ind these valves. The washing machine may fail to dry when the pump or hose is clogged or when the exhaust pump is worn out. The MTW6300TQ1 washing machine model becomes noisy when the body seal and bearing kit are worn out. MtW6600TBO models may fail to rotate and fidget
when rotor assembly at the back of the body is damaged. To remove the drawer on the base of the Maytag washing machine, pull the drawer completely forward, and remove each hex head screw using a 1/4 nut driver. Set the hex head screw to the side, lift the drawer away from the drawer slide, and push the slide
back. The Maytag website has a complete list of all the manuals available for models of Maytag equipment, including laundry pads with storage drawers. The laundry base manual shows written installation instructions along with diagrams and images of the included hardware. The installation manual shows the steps to
remove the drawer in the Unpacking Section of the Base. Each laundry mat is delivered with a storage drawer already installed. To properly attach the plinth to the washer or dryer, the storage drawer should be removed. The storage drawer has a slide drawer on each side of the drawer along the outside. Drawers are
attached to the plinth by two hex head screws, one on each drawer slide. The front of the plinth is connected to a drawer, and should not be removed. Storage drawers may need to be removed if the footwear needs to be adjusted or replaced. If the washer or dryer vibrates, the peanut butter attached to the base may
need to be tightened, and the drawer should be removed for access. Access.
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